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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CERTIFICATE  

Certificate no.:
10000397141-MSC-ACCREDIA-ITA

Initial certification date:
31 March 2021

Valid:
31 March 2024 – 30 March 2027

This is to certify that the management system of

INTERPUMP PIPING GS S.r.l.
Via Giambattista Vico, 2 - 42124 Reggio Emilia (RE) - Italy

and the sites as mentioned in the appendix accompanying this certificate

has been found to conform to the Environmental Management System standard:

ISO 14001:2015

This certificate is valid for the following scope:

Purchasing, production,  design, prefabricating, manufacturing, sales, installation,
flushing, pressure testing and commissioning of complete piping systems and separate
components, piping modules, flanges, valves, supporting brackets & clamps, reducers
and hose assemblies, carried out through the application of all or part of the following
procedures: engineering, cutting, bending, pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming, hose
crimping, cleaning, preservation, packaging, installing, pressure testing, flushing,
commissioning and on-site services 
(IAF 17, 14, 29)

Evaluated according to the requirements of Technical Regulations RT-09

http://www.dnv.it
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Appendix to Certificate

INTERPUMP PIPING GS S.r.l.

Locations included in the certification are as follows:
 

Site Name Site Address Site Scope

INTERPUMP PIPING GS S.r.l. Via Giambattista Vico, 2 - 42124 Reggio 

Emilia (RE) - Italy

Legal site

GS-Hydro Korea Ltd. 51, Mieumsandan 1-ro, Gangseo-Gu,

Busan, Republic of Korea

Purchasing, production, design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, installation,

testing and commissioning of piping

systems, piping modules, flanges, valves,

supporting brackets & clamps, reducers

and hose assemblies, carried out through

the application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, packaging,

installing, pressure testing, flushing and

commissioning

GS-Hydro Ltd.  Unit A, Broadfold Road, Bridge of Don,

Aberdeen, AB23 8EE, United Kingdom

Purchasing, production, design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, installation,

testing and commissioning of piping

systems, piping modules, flanges, valves,

supporting brackets & clamps, reducers

and hose assemblies, carried out through

the application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, packaging,

installing, pressure testing, flushing and

commissioning

GS-Hydro UK Ltd  Unit 5, Daughters Court, Silkwood Park,

Ossett, GB-WF5 9TQ, United Kingdom

Purchasing, production, design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, installation,

testing and commissioning of piping

systems, piping modules, flanges, valves,

supporting brackets & clamps, reducers

and hose assemblies, carried out through

the application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, packaging,

installing, pressure testing, flushing and

commissioning

GS-Hydro UK Ltd.   Unit A Camberwell Way, Doxford

International Business Park, Sunderland,

GB-SR3 3XN, United Kingdom

Purchasing, production, design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, installation,

testing and commissioning of piping

systems, piping modules, flanges, valves,

supporting brackets & clamps, reducers

and hose assemblies, carried out through

the application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, packaging,

installing, pressure testing, flushing and

commissioning
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Site Name Site Address Site Scope

GS-Hydro S.A.U. C/ Chile 7, Polígono Industrial Bajo de la

Cabezuela, 11510, Puerto Real, Cádiz,

Spain

Purchasing, production,  design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, sales,

installation, flushing, pressure testing and

commissioning of complete piping systems

and separate components, piping

modules, flanges, valves, supporting

brackets & clamps, reducers and hose

assemblies, carried out through the

application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, preservation,

packaging, installing, pressure testing,

flushing, commissioning and on-site

services

GS-Hydro S.A.U.  Polígono El Campillo Pabellón 22, 48500,

Abanto y Zierbena, Bizkaia, Spain

Purchasing, production, design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, installation,

testing and commissioning of piping

systems, piping modules, flanges, valves,

supporting brackets & clamps, reducers

and hose assemblies, carried out through

the application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, packaging,

installing, pressure testing, flushing and

commissioning

GS-Hydro S.A.U. (Las Rozas, Spain) C/ Cabo Rufino Lázaro 5, P. Ind.

Európolis, 28230, Las Rozas, Madrid,

Spain

Purchasing, production, design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, installation,

testing and commissioning of piping

systems, piping modules, flanges, valves,

supporting brackets & clamps, reducers

and hose assemblies, carried out through

the application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, packaging,

installing, pressure testing, flushing and

commissioning

GS-Hydro Austria GmbH   Schärdingerstrasse 7 A, 4061 Pasching,

Austria

Purchasing, production, design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, installation,

testing and commissioning of piping

systems, piping modules, flanges, valves,

supporting brackets & clamps, reducers

and hose assemblies, carried out through

the application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, packaging,

installing, pressure testing, flushing and

commissioning
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GS-Hydro Sp. z.o.o.  (Gdynia, Poland) ul. Gołębia 11, PL-81-185 Gdynia, Poland Purchasing, production, design,

prefabricating, manufacturing, installation,

testing and commissioning of piping

systems, piping modules, flanges, valves,

supporting brackets & clamps, reducers

and hose assemblies, carried out through

the application of all or part of the following

procedures: engineering, cutting, bending,

pipe end grooving, flaring, walforming,

hose crimping, cleaning, packaging,

installing, pressure testing, flushing and

commissioning
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